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Test/Retest Reproducibility of Iodine-123-ÃŸCIT
SPECT Brain Measurement of Dopamine
Transporters in Parkinson's Patients
John P. Seibyl, Kenneth Marek, Kimberly Sheff, Ronald M. Baldwin, Sami Zoghbi, Yolanda Zea-Ponce, Dennis S. Charney,

Christopher H. van Dyck, Paul B. Hoffer and Robert B. Innis
Departments of Diagnostic Radiology, Neurology, and Psychiatry, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven; and
Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, West Haven, Connecticut

lodine-123-ÃŸ-CIThas been used as a probe of dopamine transport
ers in Parkinson's disease patients using SPECT. We studied the
test/retest reproducibility of SPECT measures in Parkinson's dis
ease patients and healthy controls obtained after injection of [123l]ÃŸ-

CIT in part to assess the utility of this tracer for longitudinal
evaluation of striatal dopamine transporters as a marker of disease
progression. Methods: Seven Parkinson's disease patients and
seven healthy control subjects participated in two [123l]ÃŸ-CITSPECT
scans separated by 7-21 days. Subjects were imaged at 24 hr post
injection of 360 MBq (9.7 mCi) of [123l]/3-CIT.Two outcome mea

sures were evaluated; 1) the ratio of specific striatal (activity associ
ated with DA transporter binding) to nondisplaceable uptake, also
designated V3," and 2) the total specific striatal uptake (%SSU)

expressed as a percentage of injected radiotracer dose. For both
measures, test/retest variability was calculated as the absolute
difference of test minus retest divided by the mean of test/retest and
expressed as a percent. In addition, the reproducibility of left and
right striatal asymmetry and putamen:caudate ratios were deter
mined. Results: The two outcome measures demonstrated excel
lent test/retest reproducibility for both the Parkinson's dis
ease and healthy subject groups with variability of striatal V3" =
16.8 Â±13.3% and percent striatal uptake = 6.8 Â±3.4% for Parkin
son's disease patients and V3" = 12.8 Â±8.9% and %SSU =

7.0 Â±3.9% for control subjects. There were no statistically signifi
cant differences in test/retest variability between control subjects
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and Parkinson's disease patients for either outcome measure. The

reproducibility of left/right asymmetry indices and putamen-to-
caudate ratios showed no patient versus control subject differences.
The asymmetry index had greater test/retest variability than the
other outcome measures. Conclusion: These data suggest that
SPECT imaging performed at 24 hr postinjection of [123l]ÃŸ-CIT

permits calculation of reliable and reproducible measures of dopa
mine transporters in both Parkinson's disease patients and control
subjects and supports the feasibility of using [123l]ÃŸ-CITin the
evaluation of disease progression in Parkinson's disease.

Key Words: iodine-123; SPECT; dopamine transporters; Parkin
son's disease

J NucÃMed 1997; 38:1453-1459

lodiiine-123-ÃŸ-CIT ([123I] 2ÃŸ-carbomethoxy-30-(4-iodophenyl-

tropane) binds with high affinity to dopamine (DA) (IC50 =1.6
nM) and serotonin (IC50 = 3.78 nM) transporters and has been
used as a SPECT probe in human and nonhuman primates
(1-6). In baboons, striatal activity is associated with binding to
the DA transporters based on dynamic SPECT studies demon
strating displacement of this activity after administration of
dopamine transporter-selective, but not serotonin transporter-
selective agents (3). After intravenous administration of [ I]j3-
CIT in humans, decay-corrected striatal time-activity data
showed a prolonged time to highest uptake occurring by 12-18
hr post-tracer injection and very slow rates of striatal washout.
Occipital and free parent plasma time-activity data reached a
plateau earlier than striatum and also demonstrated extremely
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TABLE 1
Subject Demographics

UPDRS L-Dopa/carbidopa DA agonistSubject Age Hoehn-Yahr
no. (yr) Gender Stage Total Motor Sinemet Sinemet-CR Amantadine Pergolide Bromocriptine Selegiline

PD-1PD-2PD-3PD-4PD-5PD-6PD-7HS-1HS-2HS-3HS-4HS-5HS-6HS-75772786763665724391937346274MMFMMMMFMFMMMF1241.522319435824294141.51426.5
800434

450 3001011
20017

200 300323
30060026
450 200 7.510105

PD = Parkinson's disease subject; HS = healthy subject.

slow rates of washout. The protracted steady levels of parent
activity in plasma and activity within brain compartments
closely approximated equilibrium binding conditions at the DA
transporter (5). Under such conditions, a simple ratio of specific
striatal-to-background activity calculated during the plateau
phase of uptake provides an outcome measure that is propor
tional to dopamine transporter density (5).

Using this outcome measure, healthy subjects show expected
age-related reduction in uptake as a function of normal aging
(7). Idiopathic Parkinson's disease patients demonstrated re
duced [ 23I]J3-CIT uptake compared with age and gender-

matched healthy control subjects (2,8,9). In addition, patients
with Hoehn-Yahr Stage I disease (hemiparkinsonism) showed
reductions of uptake in the striatum contralateral to symptom
side and ipsilateral as well suggesting the test is sensitive to
changes in DA transporters before the appearance of clinical
symptoms (10). In a series of 28 Parkinson's disease subjects,
[ 23I]ÃŸ-CITSPECT uptake was correlated with symptom se
verity as measured by the United Parkinson's Disease Rating

Scale (UPDRS) (8).
To assess the applicability of [123I]ÃŸ-CITSPECT imaging as

a potential marker in the evaluation of disease progression in
Parkinson's disease patients, we undertook an initial investiga

tion of the test/retest reproducibility of SPECT outcome mea
sures in healthy control subjects (//). This study demonstrated
robust test/retest reproducibility of the two outcome measures
measured at 18-24 hr post-tracer injection: the ratio of specific
to nondisplaceable uptake as well as the specific striata! uptake
expressed as a percentage of the injected dose. In the present
evaluation, we undertook to extend this study to Parkinson's
disease patients to further assess the suitability of [l23I]ÃŸ-CIT
SPECT for serial evaluation of Parkinson's disease patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Radiopharmaceuticals
High specific activity [123I]/3-CITwas prepared from the corre

sponding trimethylstannyl precursor (1) and high radionuclidic
purity [123I]NaIas described previously (12). Radiochemical purity

was greater than 94% as measured with high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC). and the specific activity was >5,000
Ci/mmol.

Subjects
Seven patients (age 65.7 Â±7.6 yr, with these and subsequent

measured expressed as mean Â±s.d.) with idiopathic Parkinson's
disease (Hoehn-Yahr Stages 1-3) (Table 1) were enrolled in the

study after giving informed consent. Inclusion criteria included age
greater than 35 yr and at least two of the following: bradykinesia,
resting tremor, rigidity, postural instability, or freezing phenome
non (one of which is rest tremor or bradykinesia). All patients were
evaluated in the Yale-New Haven Hospital General Clinical
Research Center using the modified Core Assessment Program for
Intracerebral Transplant (CAPIT) protocol (13). Motor function
was rated using the UPDRS (14) and four timed motor tasks after
12-hr medication withdrawal and 1 hr following oral administra
tion of carbidopa/L-dopa (25/100 mg). Response to L-dopa chal
lenge was defined as a 33% improvement in UPDRS score or in
one timed motor test. Patients who failed to respond were rechal-
lenged with a repeat single oral dose carbidopa/L-dopa (25/250
mg) and reexamined 1 hr later using these criteria. Those patients
showing no response to L-dopa were excluded from the study.
Subjects received their usual antiparkinson medication after the
evaluation and during the SPECT study. Subjects were excluded if
taking medications known to have a significant effect on the
dopamine transporter (e.g., benztropine). No changes in medica
tions were permitted over the duration of the study. Subjects
received oral administration of supersaturated potassium iodide
(SSKI, 800 mg) before injection of 358 Â±19 MBq (9.7 Â±0.5
mCi) [123I]/3-CIT.Each subject participated in two SPECT studies
separated by 7-21 days.

Seven healthy subjects previously studied and reported (11)
served as control subjects. Healthy subjects underwent same image
acquisition protocol on the same SPECT camera.

Data Acquisition and Analysis
Four fiducial markers each filled with 1-4 p.Ci [99mTc]NaTcO4

were attached to both sides of the subject's head at the level of the

canthomeatal line before imaging to facilitate posthoc reorientation
of transaxial images. At 24 hr postinjection of [123I]ÃŸ-CIT,120 raw

projection images were acquired into a 64 X 64 matrix. Three
15-min acquisitions were obtained 24 hr postinjection.

Raw data were reconstructed from photopeak counts within a
20% symmetric energy window centered around 159 keV using a
Butterworth filter (power factor = 10, cutoff = 1 cm). Transaxial
images were reoriented parallel to the canthomeatal plane and
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FIGURE 1. Test/retest measures of V3" in seven Parkinson's disease patients and seven healthy control subjects. (A) Overall striatal ratio with individual
subject test/retest scores indicated by symbols joined by a line. Panels B-E are scores for ipsilateral (right in control subjects) and contralateral (left in control

subjects) caudate and putamen as indicated. Means are indicated by the dark bars.

attenuation-corrected using Chang zero order correction (75) based
on an ellipse fit to brain using a linear attenuation factor (ju,= 0.15
cm"1) determined empirically from an I23l-containing distributed

source phantom.
Two outcome measures were evaluated as previously described

(11): the ratio of specific striatal uptake to nondisplaceable uptake
(designated V3") and the total left and right specific striatal uptake

(designated %SSU) expressed as a percent of injected radioactivity.
A trained research technologist blind to the clinical status of the
subject performed the image processing. For V3," four contiguous

transaxial slices representing the most intense striatal uptake were
summed. A standard region of interest (ROI) template was con
structed based on coregistered MRI scans obtained from previous
[123I]ÃŸ-CITstudies in four healthy control subjects. This template

included regions for left and right striatum, frontal cortex, and
occipital cortex. Small variations in individuals' brain required
movement of the ROl's within the template without changing the

individual ROI shape or pixel size. Data were expressed as
counts/pixel/minute for each brain region. Estimates of specific
striatal uptake were made by subtracting occipital counts/pixel/
minute from total striatal counts/pixel/minute based on the low
density of monoamine transporters in the occipital cortex. V3," the

ratio of striatal activity specifically bound to transporters divided
by nondisplaceable activity is equal to the binding potential (BP)
divided by the nonspecifically-bound compartment distribution
volume (V2) under conditions of equilibrium binding; i.e., when
the concentration of parent compound is unchanging in plasma,
receptor-bound and nonspecifically-bound brain compartments.
This method assumes equivalence of nondisplaceable uptake in
striatum and occipital cortex. V3" was derived by dividing the

operationally-defined specific striatal uptake by occipital uptake,
this measure is equal to total striatal activity-to-occipital activity
minus 1. The final ratio was calculated as the mean of all V3"

measurements over 24 hr (three scans total)) for left and right
caudate and putamen. Based on these mean V3" ratios, two derived
measures were calculated: the ratio of putamen-to-caudate for both
left and right striata and an asymmetry index (AI) defined as the

absolute value of the test minus retest condition divided by the
mean of the test and retest conditions and expressed as a percent.

The percent uptake in striatal and occipital ROIs used a larger
number of transaxial slices (n = 14) than the ratio of specific to
nondisplaceable uptake (n = 4) in order to recover all specific

activity associated with striatum. In all subjects the summed slices
included one or two slices extending beyond visually-identified
striatum. A standardized, elliptical ROI slightly larger than the
visually identified striatum was placed over the summed slices over
regions corresponding to left and right striatum and occipital
cortices bilaterally. The size of these ROIs (left striatum, right
striatum, left occipital, right occipital) were identical and, there
fore, produced identical volumes for measurement of total counts
in striatal regions and occipital cortex. The same template was used
for all subjects. As in the previous analyses, nondisplaceable
striatal uptake was estimated from occipital counts. Total counts
within the occipital volume of interest were subtracted from the
total counts within the striatal volumes to generate a measure of
counts associated with specific striatal uptake. In this instance the
measure is more akin to total receptor number rather than receptor
concentration provided by V3". Counts were corrected for physical
decay and converted to /xCi of activity based on I23I distributed

source cylindrical phantoms (length = 12.9 cm, width = 10.5 cm,
total volume = 1000 ml) containing â€”500;u.Ci of activity. The

mean of the three percent specific striatal uptake measurements
made at 24 hr post-tracer injection are reported.

Statistical Analyses
Repeated measures ANOVA was used for evaluating within and

between group differences for V3" obtained in left and right

caudate and putamen, %SSU and percent occipital uptake deter
mined from the mean of the three scans at the 24 hr time point. Post
hoc analyses used two tailed Dunnett's Student's t-test with
significance at the p < 0.05 level. For both outcome measures V3"

and %SSU, within-subject variability between test and retest
conditions was calculated as the absolute value of the difference of
the test and retest measure divided by the mean of test and retest
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FIGURE 2. Test/retest measures of per
cent specific striata! uptake (%SSU) and
percent occipital uptake in seven Parkin
son's disease patients and seven healthy

control subjects.

and expressed as a percentage. ANOVA using one within and one
between group factor was calculated for the Parkinson's disease
and control group using the variability data for V3" calculated for

each striata! region, %SSU and percent occipital uptake as well as
the variability measures for the two measures derived from V3"

(putamen:caudate ratio and asymmetry indices). For these analyses
in Parkinson's disease patients, the designation of contralateral

striatum was made for the side opposite initial symptom presenta
tion. For the healthy control subjects, left striata! regions were
arbitrarily compared with the contralateral patient side.

RESULTS
Figure 1A indicates the overall mean striatal V3" test/retest

values for Parkinson's disease and control subjects. For the
Parkinson's disease group, the mean V3" of the test condition

was 2.5 Â±1.3 and retest 2.6 Â±1.1. For the healthy group, the
mean of the V3" test was 7.3 Â±1.6 and retest 6.6 Â±1.8.

Repeated measures ANOVA showed significant between group
(F = 35.24 p = 0.0001 ), but not within-subject (F = 2.47 p =
0.14) differences, which was expected because of the lower
striatal activity in the Parkinson's disease group. Posthoc
analysis using a two-tailed Dunnet's Student's t-test was sig

nificant for the between group effect.

Test/retest V3" for ipsilateral and contralateral caudate and

putamen are also indicated in Figure 1B-E. The mean test/retest
for Parkinson's disease subjects were 2.95 Â±1.42 and

3.17 Â±1.35 (test and retest conditions, respectively) in ipsilat
eral caudate, 2.89 Â±1.86 and 2.90 Â±1.45 in contralateral
caudate, 2.60 Â±1.57 and 2.55 Â±1.31 in ipsilateral putamen,
and 2.12 Â±0.92 and 2.24 Â±0.80 in contralateral putamen. For
the healthy subjects, the mean test/retest V3" were 8.33 Â±1.66

and 7.77 Â±2.12 (test and retest conditions, respectively) in
right caudate, 8.18 Â±2.27 and 8.30 Â±3.41 in left caudate,
6.61 Â±1.44 and 6.39 Â±1.69 in right putamen, and 7.16 Â±1.55
and 6.91 Â±1.85 in left putamen. Repeated measures ANOVA
showed significant between group but not within-subject dif
ferences for ipsilateral (right) caudate (F = 32.47 p = 0.0001,
F = 0.50 p = 0.49, between and within subject effects,
respectively), contralateral (left) caudate (F = 19.91 p =
0.0008, F = 0.04 p = 0.85), ipsilateral (right) putamen (F =
23.55 p = 0.0004, F = 0.30 p = 0.59), and contralateral (left)
putamen (F = 52.06 p = 0.0001, F = 0.20 p = 0.66). Posthoc
analysis using a two-tailed Dunnet's Student's t-test was sig

nificant for the between group effect in all four striatal regions.
The test/retest scores for Parkinson's disease patients and

control subjects for %SSU and percent occipital uptake are

TABLE 2
Test/Retest Variability for Striatal Ratio and Percent Striatal Uptake

Test/Retest Variability

Specific striatal:nondisplaceable uptake (V3") Percent uptake

Subject ipsi caud ipsi putamen contra caud contra putamen %SSU %OCCIPITAL

PD Patient1PD
Patient2PD
Patient3PD
Patient4PD
Patient5PD
Patient6PD
Patient7MEAN%COVHealthy

Subject1Healthy
Subject2Healthy
Subject3Healthy
Subject4Healthy
Subject5Healthy
Subject6Healthy
Subject7MEAN%COV8.032.933.751.210.91.89.021.186.74.13.812.237.32.41.015.010.8118.110.129.242.913.910.919.48.319.265.91.512.43.424.33.86.74.18.099.816.728.846.651.44.920.46.325.073J33.112.723.839.75.52.415.414.791.611.218.725.426.14.718.63.715.559.212.217.912.224.18.79.77.913.244.26.97.410.510.06.90.06.16.850.59.95.510.01.84.64.512.77.05538.77.412.50.07.40.00.05.199.278.310.58.710.50.00.00.015.4182.5

Variability is absolute value (test - retestyfmean test and retest) expressed as a percent. Ipsilateral is arbitrarily designated as right in healthy controls.

ipsi = ipsilateral; contra = contralateral; caud = caudat; and %SSU = percent specific striatal uptake.
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TABLE 3
Test/Retest Variability for Putamen: Caudate Ratio and Striatal Asymmetry

Test/Retest Variability

PD Patient1PD
Patient2PD
Patient3PD
Patient4PD
Patient5PD
Patient6PD
Patient7Mean%COVHealthy

Subject1Healthy
Subject2Healthy
Subject3Healthy
Subject4Healthy
Subject5Healthy
Subject6Healthy
Subject7Mean%COVIpsilateral

(right)
putamen-to-caudate

ratio18.03.99.538.021.721.10.716.17BJS5.68.68.813.31.45.710.97.850.5Contralateral

(left)
putamen-to-caudate

ratio27.810.221.826.10.31.82.612.993.19.05.235.815.93.17.37.512.093.6Ipsilateral

(right)
asymmetry

index85.2189.3185.70.295.910.212.682.797.648.185.7182.99.974.229.04.362.099.1Contralateral
(left)

asymmetryindex58.4112.6102.438.036.31.320.752.878.2103.453.238.18.930.344.240.245.563.9

Ipsilateral is arbitrarily designated as right in healthy control subjects.

indicated in Figure 2. In the Parkinson's disease, group the

mean %SSU was 0.257% Â±0.131% and 0.257% Â±0.126% for
the test and retest conditions, respectively. For the healthy
control subjects the mean %SSU was 0.669% Â±0.260% and
0.677% Â±0.270% for test and retest scans, respectively. Sim
ilar to V3," %SSU for the mean of three scans at 24 hr

postinjection demonstrated statistically significant differences
between groups (F = 14.14 p = 0.0027) but no within-subject
differences for the test/retest conditions (F = 0.11 p = 0.74).
Two-tailed Dunnett's test confirmed significant differences
between the Parkinson's disease and control groups.

The mean percent occipital uptake was 0.122% Â±0.019%
and 0.124% Â±0.026% for the Parkinson's disease test and

retest conditions, respectively. Healthy subjects had a mean
percent occipital uptake of 0.107% Â±0.027% and 0.096% Â±
0.017% for test and retest conditions, respectively. Occipital
percent uptake showed no significant within subject effect (F =
0.51, p = 0.49). The between group effect was significant (F =
4.71, p = 0.05), although Dunnett's test did not confirm
significant differences between the healthy and Parkinson's

disease groups.

Variability Scores
Table 2 summarizes the variability data for both striata!

outcome measures and percent occipital uptake. The overall
striatal V3" had a test/retest variability of 12.8 Â±9.0% for the

mean of three scans at 24 hr in the healthy subjects and 16.8 Â±
13.3% for the Parkinson's disease patients. ANOVA demon
strated no significant differences in the variability of V3" (F =
0.43, p = 0.52). Considering each striatal region separately,
ANOVA showed no significant between subject effects for
ipsilateral (right) caudate (F = 1.48 p = 0.25), contralateral
(left) caudate (F = 1.45 p = 0.25), ipsilateral (right) putamen
(F = 3.92 p = 0.07) and contralateral (left) putamen (F =
0.30 p = 0.59).

The test/retest variability scores for putamen-to-caudate ra
tios and asymmetry indices in healthy subjects and Parkinson's

disease patients are indicated in Table 3. The asymmetry index

demonstrated greater test/retest variability than putamen:cau-
date ratios or regional striatal V3". ANOVA performed on the

variability data showed no significant between subject differ
ences for ipsilateral (right) caudate putamen:caudate ratio (F =
2.77, p = 0.12), contralateral (left) putamen:caudate ratio (F =
0.02, p = 0.88), caudate asymmetry index (F = 0.29, p = 0.60)
or putamen asymmetry index (F = 0.15, p = 0.71).

The test/retest variability of %SSU was 7.0 Â± 3.8% and 6.8
Â±3.4% for the control subjects and Parkinson's disease

patients, respectively. The test/retest variability in occipital
uptake was 15.4 Â±28.1% and 5.1 Â±5.1% for the healthy
subjects and Parkinson's disease patients, respectively.

ANOVA showed no significant differences in %SSU (F = 0.01,
p = 0.93), or percent occipital uptake (F = 0.90, p = 0.36)
between Parkinson's disease and healthy subjects.

DISCUSSION
Similar to healthy subjects previously described, Parkinson's

disease patients evidence good test/retest reproducibility for the
two [123I]ÃŸ-CITSPECT outcome measures evaluated; the ratio
of specific to nondisplaceable uptake (V3") and %SSU. These

measures potentially have different sources of test/retest error.
While not achieving statistical significance in previous analyses
(77), both healthy subjects showed lower test/retest variability
for %SSU compared with V3". This might be attributable to the
compounding of error in V3" which represents a ratio of

measurements in striatum to occipital background, where the
background region has very few counts and therefore is liable to
greater measurement error. %SSU uses a measure of the
background counts but subtracts these from total striatal counts,
hence, there is less statistical propagation of error. Nonetheless,
V3" would be the theoretically superior measure compared with

%SSU given the potential confound of variability in peripheral
clearance of tracer and the requirement of accurate calibration
of the instrument for %SSU. In addition, if one assumes
equivalence of nondisplaceable uptake in the striatum between
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subjects, the measure V3" is directly related to the binding

potential defined as Bmax/Kd (5).
The fact that percent occipital uptake was not significantly

different between the two groups indirectly supports:

1. The assumption of the comparability of nondisplaceable
tracer uptake between patients and control subjects.

2. The validity of comparing %SSU in healthy and Parkin
son's disease subjects.

The comparability of percent occipital uptake indirectly sug
gests there were no large differences in peripheral radiotracer
clearance between the groups. The reproducibility of percent
occipital uptake further suggests that in these test/retest scans,
measured within a short time period, there are no significant
within-subject differences in clearance. Nonetheless, caution
should be exercised when %SSU is used as an outcome measure
in an elderly patient population on medications that could alter
rates of radiopharmaceutical clearance from the vascular pool.

The variability of V3" measured for separate striatal regions

(ipsilateral and contralateral caudate and putamen) shows less
robust reproducibility than the mean V3" measures. Regional
striatal measures are more relevant to studying Parkinson's

disease than overall striatal measures given the greater loss of
dopamine transporters in putamen compared with caudate in
Parkinson's disease patients.

We hypothesized that Parkinson's disease patients would
have poorer reproducibility of both V3" and %SSU compared to

healthy control subjects because of lower striatal accumulation
of tracer in the patients. However, the mean variability of V3,"
though higher in Parkinson's disease patients compared with

control subjects, did not achieve statistical significance. There
were no differences in the test/retest variability of %SSU or
percent occipital uptake between the groups.

Reproducibility of imaging measures are dependent on the
choice of SPECT instrument and parameters of scan acquisition
and image processing. As previously demonstrated in healthy
subjects (11), one source of error evident in our analysis is a
ring artifact resulting from septal penetration by high energy
photons of the collimator used in the study. This ring is in close
proximity to the occipital background region and could contrib
ute to error in occipital activity measures. The specific param
eters of acquisition will also affect the reproducibility of the
SPECT measures. In our previous study of healthy subjects we
demonstrated slight improvement of V3" measures of variabil

ity when using scans obtained at 18 and 21 hr post injection in
addition to the 24 hr measure. This study in Parkinson's disease

patients used only scans obtained at 24 hr as this would most
closely replicate the clinical conditions under which such a test
would be performed. Issues of collimator sensitivity and
amount of injected activity/scan duration will affect the repro
ducibility of quantitative outcome measures. The selection of a
reconstruction filter and ROI size and placement will also affect
the variability measures. Smoother filters and larger ROIs could
result in better reproducibility, although at the cost of poor
discrimination between caudate and putamen. One factor that
can deleteriously influence the reproducibility of the putamen-
to-caudate ratio is the application of large ROIs that may not
have adequately separated counts from these regions. Finally,
the healthy control subjects in this study were younger than the
Parkinson's disease patients. Previous studies with [123I]ÃŸ-CIT

SPECT reveal a decline in striatal uptake in healthy subjects as
a function of normal aging (7). The significance of using a
younger healthy cohort in the present investigation produces a
smaller source of difference between the Parkinson's disease

and healthy subjects than the underlying pathophysiological

process. Both the effects of age and disease status would tend to
increase the variability of the within-subject measures in the
Parkinson's disease patients relative to control subjects. None

theless, no differences on the variability measures were dem
onstrated between the two groups.

Is the test/retest variability associated with [123I]ÃŸ-CITmea
sures in Parkinson's disease patients acceptable for serial

studies of disease progression within an individual patient?
Studies in Parkinson's disease patients suggest an annual
change of 9-14 points in UPDRS points per year (16,17). Based
on our earlier study of 28 Parkinson's disease patients across a

range of disease severity (8), we performed a linear regression
analysis on V3" from contralateral putamen plotted against total
UPDRS score. We estimate a reduction in V3" of 1.2% for each

point change in total UPDRS score. Hence, a 12-point change in
total UPDRS would result in a reduction of striatal signal of
14%. It should be underscored that these are crude estimates
based on cross-sectional data. Variability in the rate of disease
progression between patients is high and dependent of the stage
of illness. Within the individual, some evidence suggests that
the rate of progression as measured by [18F]F-dopa PET is

faster in the early stage of illness (18), although this was not
confirmed in a larger sample that included more later stage
Parkinson's disease patients (personal communication). Studies
designed to demonstrate the utility of [l23I]ÃŸ-CITSPECT as an

objective marker of disease progression should carefully con
sider the stage of illness. Better estimates would use progression
data obtained from serial [123I]ÃŸ-CITSPECT scans acquired

during different stages of illness, and such data is being
acquired by our group.

CONCLUSION
Iodine-123-ÃŸ-CIT SPECT imaging in Parkinson's disease

patients and healthy subjects demonstrates good test/retest
reproducibility for two outcome measures. This supports the
feasibility of using [123I]/3-CIT for SPECT measurement of

dopamine transporters in the evaluation of neuropsychiatrie
illness affecting dopamine neuronal function.
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Regional Methionine and Glucose Uptake in
High-Grade Gliomas: A Comparative Study
on PET-Guided Stereotactic Biopsy
Serge Goldman, Marc Levivier, BenoÃ®tPirotte, Jean-Marie Brucher, David Wikler, Philippe Damhaut, Sophie Dethy,

Jacques Brotchi and Jerzy Hildebrand
PET/Biomedical Cyclotron Unit, Service de Neurologie and Service de Neurochirurgie, ULB-HÃ´pital Erasme; and Department
of Neuropathology, Cliniques Universitaires Saint-Luc, Brussels, Belgium

Gliomas are regionally heterogeneous tumors. The local relationship
between histologie features and radiotracer uptake evaluated by
PET should therefore influence analysis and interpretation of PET
results on gliomas. This study explored this local relationship as a
result of PET guidance of Stereotactic biopsies. Methods: Local
histology was confronted to the regional uptake of 18F-2-fluoro-2-
deoxy-D-glucose (18F-FDG) and 11C-methionine (11C-MET) in 14
patients with high-grade glioma diagnosed during a procedure of
PET-guided Stereotactic biopsies. We analyzed the uptake of both
tracers in regions of interest centered on the Stereotactic coordi
nates of 93 biopsy samples. Results: A semiquantitative analysis
revealed a significant regional correlation between 11C-MET and
18F-FDG uptakes. Uptake of both tracers was significantly higher on

the site of tumor samples showing anaplastic changes than in the
rest of the tumor. Presence of necrosis in anaplastic areas of the
tumor significantly reduced the uptake of 11C-MET. Conclusion:
PET with 11C-MET and 18F-FDG may help to evaluate, in vivo, the

metabolic heterogeneity of human gliomas. Anaplasia is a factor of
increased uptake of both tracers, but microscopic necrosis in
anaplastic areas influences their uptake differently. This finding
probably relates to the differences in tracer uptake by non-neoplas-
tic components of necrotic tumors. These results underline the
complementary role of 18F-FDG and 11C-MET for the study of brain

tumors and favors their use for Stereotactic PET guidance of
diagnostic or therapeutic procedures.
Key Words: glioma; PET; fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose;methio-
nine; stereotaxy
J NucÃMed 1997; 38:1459-1462

Uifferent radiotracers have been used with PET to help in the
management of patients with glioma (7,2). These tracers may be
classified into three groups: the markers of energetic metabolic
pathways, the markers of protein and nucleic acid synthetic
pathways and the radioligands for receptor imaging. Most
investigators use tracers from the two first classes, e.g., 18F-2-
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fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (18F-FDG) which assays glucose
metabolism, and "C-methionine ("C-MET) or other amino

acid tracers, which assay amino acid transport and metabolism
(3-7). Tracer choice depends on the goals pursued which may

involve diagnosis, lesion delineation, grade and prognosis
estimation and evaluation or prediction of response to treat
ment. For instance, it has been claimed that, for the definition of
tumor limits, PET with " C-MET (MET-PET) is better than
PET with 18F-FDG (FDG-PET) or other modalities such as CT

and MRI (8,9). To compare the characteristics of different PET
tracers, it is essential to ascertain that the brain regions
investigated during different PET procedures are similar, a
condition which may be fulfilled using matching (70) or
preferably Stereotactic methods (8,11-13). Another important

requisite for these comparative analyses is the definition, on the
brain images, of regions of interest (ROIs) which adequately
sample the tumor tissue. Since areas of high tracer uptake may
be different with diverse tracers and since other imaging
modalities, such as MRI, cannot ensure where the limits of the
tumor are (9), histologie control of the regions concerned by the
analysis seem to offer the best guarantee that this requirement is
achieved. Furthermore, this histologie control allows confron
tation of the multiple metabolic data with pathological features
of the tumor. Therefore, we decided to apply a procedure of
PET-guided Stereotactic biopsies (77) to the comparison and
histologie confrontation of PET information provided by two
major tumor tracers used for the management of brain tumors:
18F-FDG and "C-MET.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
A consecutive series of 19 patients suspected of having a brain

tumor gave informed consent to undergo Stereotactic biopsies
guided by CT and by PET with successive injection of " C-MET
and 18F-FDG after a procedure which allows image data acquisi-
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